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Below is a menu of a dozen ‘off the shelf’ topics available for hosting events, whether a roundtable, dinner, 
conference, or other. All are supported by high-quality PowerPoint slides.  

Presentations can be internal to the firm or involve clients. Chairmanship and moderation services are also 
available. 

1. Issues which keep me awake at night  

Growth | Europe | Debt | Labour markets | Asia | Structural reform 

2. Forces that will shape our world: five key macro drivers 

Growth and development | Technological revolution | Demographics | Climatic changes | Debt 

3. Five dimensions of sustainability  

Coal and fossil fuels | Urbanisation and air pollution | Demographics and tax |  

Deficits and debt | Middle-income trap 

4. The world in 2020 

US best positioned | Europe and China less so | Primary commodity producers in deep trouble |  

Oil at $35 | Electric cars and cities  

5. Unravelling climate change 

Macro drivers | Climate change in context | Risks | Impacts | Fossil fuel resources | Ways out  

6. Demystifying an ageing world  

Fundamentals | The policymakers’ interpretation | Myths and solutions | Implications  

7. Trouble brewing in emerging markets   

The travails of neo-mercantilism | Commodity dependence | The need for a new model 

8. Japan: once more with feeling 

The lost generation | ‘Abenomics’ | Future policy options 

9. Asia: another crisis on the horizon? 

Debt dependency | Rebalancing domestic and export demand | China and India 

10. Building prosperity: the importance of infrastructure 

Importance for demand and supply | A global shortfall | Future financing options 

11. An increasingly volatile world ahead  

End of QE | Financial repression | Political trouble  

12. The tarnish comes off black gold   

Implications of oil at $35 | A grand-scale problem for producers 

13. The third ‘industrial’ revolution gathers pace 

Combinatorial technology| Artificial Intelligence | Digitalisation | Challenges and benefits | Adjustment 

Other topics, including bespoke, are also available.  

The event is often organised by the client, but can equally be organised by us, e.g. at the Athenaeum Club on 
Pall Mall. Fees depend on the type of function, location, the number of attendees etc.  


